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Chairman Harkin and members of the Senate Committee on Health, Education,
Labor, and Pensions, I appreciate the opportunity to come before you today to discuss the
inadequacy of existing employment discrimination laws to close the longstanding gender
wage gap that continues to undermine the ability of women to support their families.
Today more than ever, American women need and deserve strong legal protections from
pay discrimination.
We now have abundant evidence that the gender wage gap persists and is not on
track to close any time soon.1 This gap exists at every level of earnings, from teacher’s
assistants, where the female median salary of $15,000 is 75% of the male median salary
of $20,000, to physicians, where the female median salary, $88,000, is 63% of the male
median salary, $140,000.2 As economists debate how much of the gender wage gap is
explained by discrimination, one incontrovertible truth emerges: even when non sexbased factors are accounted for—factors such as age, education, years of work, hours
worked, job tenure, occupation and jobs held—a substantial portion of the gender wage
gap remains and is only explainable by sex.3 The bills now under consideration, the
Paycheck Fairness Act and the Fair Pay Act, would help strengthen the ability of our
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existing employment discrimination laws to more effectively address the gender wage
gap.
Background: The Equal Pay Act Sets a Very High Burden on Employees to Prove
Unequal Pay for Equal Work
Both the Paycheck Fairness Act and the Fair Pay Act would make changes to the
Equal Pay Act of 1963.4 In considering these bills, it is important to understand how the
Equal Pay Act applies. Employees must meet a strict standard to establish a prima facie
case of unequal pay under the Act. The Equal Pay Act applies only to unequal pay for
“equal work on jobs the performance of which requires equal skill, effort, and
responsibility, and which are performed under similar working conditions.” This turns
out to pose a high hurdle for employees invoking the Act. In order to establish a
violation, an employee must first identify a higher-paid comparator of the opposite sex
who performs substantially the same job, as measured by skill, effort, responsibility and
working conditions.5 This standard has been construed strictly, in ways that make it
difficult for employees to identify comparators doing substantially equal work.6
For example in one representative case, the plaintiff, a senior vice-president of
finance, failed to establish a prima facie case under the Equal Pay Act in comparing her
pay to that of the company’s other senior vice-presidents.7 The courts’ analysis left little
room for meeting the “substantially equal” requirement for jobs that are managerial or
executive in nature. The court described the Equal Pay Act as having greater
applicability to “lower-level workers” who perform “commodity-like work” than to
higher level jobs which are necessarily more unique.8 Likewise, a different court found
the jobs of an insurance company’s male vice-presidents different in substance from the
company’s only female vice-president, who was paid less than all of the company’s male
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vice-presidents.9 The court ruled that the jobs involved different responsibilities, even
though they shared “a common core of substantially similar tasks” in managing divisions,
the plaintiff managed the largest division, and the company’s official salary
administration program ranked all of the vice-presidents equally.10 In fact, it seems a
plaintiff can even lose an Equal Pay Act case due to job differences that give her more
responsibility than her higher-paid male colleagues.11
The degree of similarity required by courts makes it difficult for women to
identify comparators even in jobs that seem very similar.12 The strictness with which
courts approach the equal work requirement has led one legal scholar, who conducted an
empirical review of all reported federal appellate cases decided under the Act, to
conclude that the Equal Pay Act as interpreted by the courts is not broad enough to reach
“non-standardized jobs” in the modern economy.13
In discussing the strictness of how courts approach Equal Pay Act claims, I do not
mean to endorse the cases cited or the overly narrow approach to job similarity taken—
indeed, in my view, many of these cases are wrongly decided. However, it is important
for Congress to understand a key aspect of the legal background in this area: establishing
a prima facie case under the Equal Pay Act is no easy matter. It is very difficult for
employees to establish a violation of the Act, and the plaintiff who does so has proven
that her employer has paid her less than a man for performing a job that is the same in
virtually all respects.
1. The “Same Establishment” Requirement of the Equal Pay Act Further
Narrows the Ability of Employees to Prove Pay Discrimination
Not only must the employee show that the employer paid her less for performing
substantially the same work as a male employee; she and her male comparator must also
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work in the “same establishment.”14 This can be an obstacle for an employee who seeks
to compare her job to a male employee who does the same work in a different physical
location.15 The term “same establishment” is not defined in the Fair Labor Standards Act,
but the Supreme Court has interpreted it to mean “a distinct physical place of business.”16
In order for different physical sites to be counted as part of the same establishment,
thereby allowing the use of comparators at different physical locations, the plaintiff must
prove “unusual circumstances,” such as the exercise of centralized control in one location
over important aspects of running the entire business.17
This showing of unusual circumstances requires proof that the employer
maintains centralized control over decisions such as hiring employees, setting salaries,
and assigning employees to various worksites.18 While a plaintiff who works in a branch
office of a company with one central administration may be able to meet this standard
and identify comparators at other branch offices, many companies are organized so that
different branches exercise control over important elements of the job relationship at that
site, such as hiring, setting salaries, and job assignments.19 As more employers move to a
decentralized structure, this standard is likely to become increasingly difficult to meet.20
While it makes sense to have different pay scales for employees in different parts
of the country where there are different costs of living, the current “same establishment”
requirement goes well beyond accommodating such regional differences. The Paycheck
Fairness Act would alleviate this problem by allowing the use of comparators who work
for the same employer at different physical locations in the same county or similar
political subdivision of a State, taking a more commonsense approach to pay inequality
among persons who do equal work for the same employer.
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2. The “Factor Other than Sex” Defense Excuses Far Too Much Pay Inequality
Once an employee proves that she was paid less for performing a job equal to that
of a male comparator in the same establishment, the employer may avoid liability by
establishing one of four affirmative defenses: that the wage disparity is based on (1) a
seniority system; (2) a merit system; (3) a system which measures earnings by quantity or
quality of production; or (4) any factor other than sex. It is the fourth defense that has
become increasingly problematic.
Early in the Act’s history, the Supreme Court took a searching approach to this
defense, admonishing that a disparity based on market forces—e.g., the fact that women’s
labor brings a lower wage in the open market—was not a “factor other than sex” under
the Act.21 In that case, the Court rejected the employer’s defense that male nightshift
workers were paid more because they demanded more money than the female dayshift
workers to perform substantially the same work.22 The Court was on firm ground in
doing so, since the Equal Pay Act was enacted precisely to address biases in the market
that valued women’s labor less than men’s labor.23 Despite this auspicious beginning,
lower courts have increasingly opened the door to a broader “factor other than sex”
defense that accepts virtually any superficially gender-neutral explanation for paying
women less.
Over the years, stark differences have emerged in how lower courts interpret the
factor other than sex defense. The courts most skeptical of equal pay claims have
allowed employers to justify pay disparities based on anything other than explicitly sexbased criteria or intentional discrimination against women, even if the purportedly
gender-neutral reason is lacking in a solid business justification. For example, the
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Seventh Circuit has refused flat-out to undertake any inquiry into whether there is a
business justification or legitimate business reason for the employer’s explanation for the
disparity under the “factor other than sex” defense.24 That court has described the
defense as “embrac[ing] an almost limitless number of factors, so long as they do not
involve sex,” even if they are not “’related to the requirements of the particular position
in question,’ nor…even…business-related.’”25 Likewise, the Eighth Circuit has pointedly
refused to require an acceptable business reason underlying the employer’s assertion of a
factor other than sex.26 Contrary to this view, several circuit courts and the EEOC have
taken a more searching approach to the factor other than sex defense, limiting it to factors
based on legitimate business reasons.27 Other courts have yet to take a clear stand on the
question.28
The allowance of any non-sex-based factor to justify a wage disparity, however
unconnected to the job at issue or unrelated to the needs of the business, has the potential
to eviscerate the protections of the Equal Pay Act. As the Second Circuit recognized,
“[w]ithout a job-relatedness requirement, the factor-other-than-sex defense would
provide a gaping loophole in the statute through which many pretexts for discrimination
would be sanctioned.”29 It would allow employers to rely on factors that are sex-linked
and perpetuate the suppression of women’s wages, without regard to the responsibilities
of the jobs or the qualifications of the employees who fill them.30
One area in which this dispute over the scope of the defense plays out is the
question of whether employees’ prior salaries may be used to justify a current pay
disparity for employees doing equal work. Some courts allow this as a “factor other than
sex” without further scrutiny. For example, the Seventh Circuit allows employers to base
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pay differentials on prior salary without any further justification.31 Some courts even in
those circuits that do require an acceptable business reason have expressed blanket
approval of the use of prior salary without any inquiry into whether that differential is
related to the skills and responsibilities needed to do the present job, or whether prior
salaries reflect any differences in the skills and qualifications of the employees in those
jobs.32 Other courts have been more circumspect about reliance on prior salary to justify
a present salary differential, requiring the employer to show that its reliance on prior
salary was justified by sufficient business reasons.33 These courts have recognized that
reliance on prior salary to set current pay risks perpetuating ongoing pay discrimination
against women, since women on average earn less than men.
The Paycheck Fairness Act would take sides in this dispute, ensuring that gender
gaps in pay are not simply perpetuated by employers who set starting salaries based on
employees’ prior pay. Employers would have to prove that the differential in prior salary
was not itself sex-based, and was job-related for the job in question and consistent with
business necessity. This is an eminently fair standard and necessary to the vitality of the
Equal Pay Act. Employers should not reflexively incorporate differences in prior salary
when they hire male and female employees with similar experience and qualifications to
do the same job. Otherwise, the Equal Pay Act will become little more than a rubberstamp of the very wage disparities it was enacted to address.34
Another issue on which the dispute over the scope of the defense has emerged is
the role of salary negotiations in justifying a pay differential under the “factor other than
sex” defense. Courts generally have allowed employers to rely on differences in how
employees negotiate their salary to support pay disparities under the defense.35 However,
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a wealth of recent research suggests cause for concern about interpreting the defense so
broadly.
For complex reasons, men and women tend to differ in their approach to salary
negotiations, and, importantly, employers tend to differ in how they respond to the men
and women who do attempt to negotiate their salary. Behavioral researchers Linda
Babcock and Sara Laschever, widely recognized experts in the field of gender differences
in negotiation, found that among Carnegie Mellon University graduates, 57% of the men,
but only 7% of the women, negotiated for a higher starting salary.36 The applicants who
negotiated received salaries that were an average of 7.4% higher than those who did not
negotiate—a difference that corresponded almost exactly to the gap in the male and
female graduates’ starting salaries. Their subsequent research replicated these findings,
and corroborated other research finding that men are significantly more likely than
women to negotiate higher salaries.37
These findings must be evaluated in light of complementary research suggesting
that women face a greater likelihood of being penalized by employers when they do
attempt to negotiate salary. As Babcock and her fellow researchers found, “sometimes it
hurts to ask.”38 In a series of experiments, they found that men and women triggered
different reactions when they attempted to negotiate for more money. Women who used
identical “scripts” as men to ask for more money were penalized by male evaluators, who
were then less inclined to work with the women who had asked for more money. Their
research suggests that women are less likely to negotiate salary at least in part because
they accurately perceive a risk from negotiating, a risk that is both gender-specific and all
too real.39
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Given this reality, an employer who uses differences in negotiation to justify a
disparity in paying men and women for equal work should have the burden to prove that
this difference is not itself based on sex. In several of the cases in which courts have
allowed employers to rely on negotiation to justify a pay disparity, the employer reacted
differently to the men and women who tried to negotiate, rewarding men for negotiating
while treating women’s salaries as non-negotiable.40 Moreover, employers should
shoulder a substantial burden to justify pay disparities stemming from differences in
salary negotiation by male and female employees who have similar qualifications and are
hired to do equal work.41 At a minimum, employers should have to demonstrate that the
difference is related to the job in question and consistent with business necessity.
The Paycheck Fairness Act would help close what has become a gaping loophole
in the Equal Pay Act’s promise of a nondiscriminatory wage. The bill would limit the
“factor other than sex” defense to ensure that an employer’s reason for paying women
less is a bona fide one, such as differences in education, training or experience, that it is
not based upon or derived from a sex-based differential in compensation, and that it is
job-related and consistent with business necessity. This language is borrowed from Title
VII’s disparate impact framework, under which facially neutral practices that
disadvantage workers based on sex, race, color, religion or national origin must be shown
to be job-related and consistent with business necessity. This standard has been the law in
Title VII cases since 1971, when Griggs v. Duke Power Co. was decided, and was later
codified in the Civil Rights Act of 1991, and courts have a wealth of experience applying
this standard in a way that is fair to both employees and employers. The other three
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existing defenses to Equal Pay Act claims would continue to apply unchanged, excusing
pay differentials that are based on merit, seniority, or quantity or quality of production.
3. Existing Federal Laws Provide Inadequate Remedies for Gender-Based Pay
Discrimination
Currently, employment discrimination law sets up a hierarchy of remedies for
employees who experience different kinds of pay discrimination. Although full and
uncapped remedies are available to victims of pay discrimination on the basis of race, no
federal statute provides complete remedies to women who are paid less because of their
sex. Under the Equal Pay Act, an employee may recover only the amount of her
unlawfully withheld wages (up to two years’ back pay, or three years’ back pay for
“willful” violations) and an equal amount in “liquidated damages.”42 Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 also prohibits discrimination in compensation, and a woman
who wins a Title VII pay discrimination claim may obtain somewhat better relief under
that statute, since Title VII authorizes compensatory and punitive damages. However,
here too her relief will be cut short. Title VII caps damages at very modest levels. For
example, in Lilly Ledbetter’s case against Goodyear, the jury awarded over $3.5 million
for Goodyear’s egregious discrimination. However, the trial court was forced to cap Ms.
Ledbetter’s damages at $300,000, the statutory limit for combined compensatory and
punitive damages applicable to large employers such as Goodyear.43 As a result, the
jury’s award was reduced to $360,000, the maximum allowable combined compensatory
and punitive damages, plus an award of $60,000 in back pay—a relatively small sum
considering the seriousness of Goodyear’s misconduct, the deterrent value of such an
award against a company like Goodyear, and the longstanding harm of the pay
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discrimination that continues to this day to follow Ms. Ledbetter into her retirement in the
form of a lower pension.
In contrast, a claim for pay discrimination on the basis of race is actionable under
a different statute, 42 U.S.C. §1981, which bars race discrimination in the making and
enforcement of contracts, including employment contracts. A successful pay
discrimination claimant under section §1981 receives the full panoply of legal remedies,
including uncapped compensatory and punitive damages.
This inequity in remedies for discrimination Congress has declared unlawful is
not justified by any principle of fairness or justice. Moreover, it puts employees in a
position of having to finely parse their claims into either sex- or race-based claims, with
significant consequences for how the claim is categorized. Women of color face a
particular bind. A woman of color who is underpaid compared to white male employees
would be better off categorizing her claim as one based on race rather than sex, even
though the discrimination may combine elements of both, or fit better as a gender claim.
The employer, on the other hand, may be able to limit its remedies if it can convincingly
argue that she was paid less because of her gender and not because of her race, thereby
restricting her to the much more limited remedies available under the Equal Pay Act and
Title VII. The law should not take such a rigid approach to these categories, nor should it
place a lower priority on eradicating pay discrimination based on gender.
I am aware that some opponents of amending the Equal Pay Act to authorize
compensatory and punitive damages have called the law a “strict liability” statute, not
deserving of a damages remedy. I strongly take issue with this characterization. The
Equal Pay Act is not a “strict liability” law in any legally correct sense of that term.
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Strict liability was developed in tort law to allocate responsibility for harm in certain
instances notwithstanding the absence of a breach of the duty of care owed by the
defendant. The idea behind it is that some endeavors (such as harboring wild animals or
working with extremely hazardous materials) are so inherently dangerous that defendants
should be responsible for any harm they cause even if they are not negligent or otherwise
at fault.
The liability scheme established by the Equal Pay Act could not be further from a
no-fault, strict liability rule. As explained above, an employer is liable under the Act
only if the plaintiff succeeds in establishing the very difficult burden of proving that she
was paid less than a man for performing substantially the same work, and then only if the
defendant fails to prove that the pay disparity was justified by one of four affirmative
defenses, including a factor other than sex. In other words, the plaintiff who wins an
Equal Pay Act claim has been paid less for doing substantially the same job as a man
because of her sex. Critics of the Paycheck Fairness Act who call the Equal Pay Act a
“strict liability” law base their claim on the argument that the Equal Pay Act, unlike Title
VII, does not require proof of intentional discrimination. However, they make far too
much of this difference. Both statutes are asking the same fundamental question in such
claims, whether an employee was paid less because of her sex, and proof of an Equal Pay
Act violation almost always establishes a Title VII violation as well, without any
additional evidence of discriminatory motive.44 When a plaintiff wins a claim under the
Equal Pay Act, she has proven that she is paid less than a man for performing
substantially similar work and the employer has failed to show a sufficient justification
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for the disparity. This is anything but a “no fault” liability scheme, and the employee
who proves such discrimination should be entitled to a complete remedy under the law.
4. The Existence of Title VII Does Not Alleviate the Need for a Strengthened
Equal Pay Act
Although there is a fair amount of overlap between Title VII and the Equal Pay
Act, as discussed above, the existence of Title VII in no way alleviates the need for a
strengthened Equal Pay Act. As an initial matter, some employees will only have access
to the Equal Pay Act and not to Title VII due to differences in the scope and procedures
of the two statutes.45 Moreover, even if an employee proceeded under Title VII instead
of the Equal Pay Act, the same defenses that apply to the Equal Pay Act, including the
“factor other than sex” defense, also apply to Title VII under the so-called “Bennett
Amendment.”46 Accordingly, Title VII incorporates the same problems discussed above
with respect to the “factor other than sex” defense. Finally, as discussed above, Title VII
also provides inadequate remedies to victims of discrimination because of its cap on
damages.
5. Better Access to Salary Information is Crucial to the Effective Enforcement
of the Equal Pay Laws
Access to salary information is crucial for both individual employees and
government enforcement agencies in order to effectively enforce the guarantees of the
equal pay laws. Without salary information, employees have no way of knowing if they
are paid a discriminatory wage. Employers rarely disclose workers’ salaries and
workplace norms often discourage frank and open conversations among employees about
salaries. Lilly Ledbetter’s case is typical in this respect. She worked for Goodyear for
many years, unaware that she was paid less than the lowest-paid male manager until she
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received an anonymous note disclosing her colleagues’ pay. Goodyear’s policy of pay
secrecy was calculated to keep her and other employees in the dark. Many employers
have similar policies and informal practices discouraging the sharing of such
information.47 Currently, both employees and the relevant federal enforcement agencies
lack access to the salary information they need to effectively enforce federal pay
discrimination laws. Both the Paycheck Fairness Act and the Fair Pay Act would
improve access to the pay information that is necessary for both individual and
government enforcement of the laws.
6. The Fair Pay Act is Needed to Address an Aspect of the Gender Wage Gap
Left Out of Both Title VII and the Equal Pay Act: the Effects of
Occupational Segregation and the Devaluation of Women’s Labor
The Fair Pay Act would address an aspect of the gender wage gap that existing
law does not: the devaluation of jobs predominantly held by women. Neither Title VII
nor the Equal Pay Act meaningfully addresses this problem. As noted above,
occupational segregation does not fully explain the gap in men’s and women’s earnings;
a substantial wage gap exists even controlling for occupation and job held. But some
portion of the gap is attributable to the lower levels of pay drawn by workers in femaledominated occupations compared to workers in predominantly male occupations
performing of work of equivalent skill, effort and responsibility. Because the Equal Pay
Act applies only if male and female employees are paid differently to do substantially the
same jobs, it has no application in this setting. While Title VII encompasses a broader set
of claims than the Equal Pay Act, it too has a very limited applicability to the suppression
of women’s wages due to occupational segregation.
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In theory, Title VII provides a remedy for employees whose wages are suppressed
because they work in jobs predominantly filled by women. To succeed on such a claim,
however, the plaintiffs must prove that the employer paid those jobs less precisely
because they were held by women, that is, because of intentional discrimination. The
leading case is County of Washington v. Gunther,48 in which female prison guards (who
guarded female prisoners) claimed pay discrimination because they were paid less than
male prison guards (who guarded male prisoners), even though the lower court had found
these jobs not to be similar enough for the Equal Pay Act. The plaintiffs argued that the
underpayment of the women violated Title VII, and relied on a pay equity study
commissioned by the county which had thoroughly analyzed the jobs and recommended
that the women guards earn 95% of what the male guards earned. The county did not
implement this recommendation and continued to pay the women guards substantially
less, a decision that the plaintiffs attributed to discriminatory intent. The Supreme Court
allowed the plaintiffs to proceed on this claim under Title VII, but reiterated the
requirement that they prove intentional discrimination underlying the decision to pay
them less.
In practice, this is a nearly insurmountable hurdle.49 For example, in one of the
more well-known, large-scale pay discrimination challenges to be brought under Title
VII, AFSCME v. Washington State,50 female state employees lost their Title VII
challenge to the state’s practice of paying substantially lower salaries for jobs
predominantly held by women. The plaintiffs failed to show that the state’s failure to
implement the recommendations of a pay equity study it had commissioned amounted to
a discriminatory intent.
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And yet, the absence of a demonstrable discriminatory intent in these and similar
cases should not be taken to mean that pay differentials between male-dominated and
female-dominated jobs involving equivalent work are based on gender-neutral, unbiased
market criteria. An analysis of the underlying data in the AFSCME case by two
sociologists who study large organizations found that the state’s pay scales did not
passively reflect market wages, but stemmed from a discretionary and subtle sexstereotyping of jobs that linked the pay of certain women’s jobs to benchmarks
comprised of other women’s jobs, instead of comparing them to more highly paid and
more objectively similar male-dominated jobs. The resulting pay differential reflected a
sex-stereotyping of jobs and the lesser political clout of women workers in the state’s
very political and subjective pay-setting process.51
In a similar case, female clerical workers lost their Title VII case against a public
university because the court found that the lower pay for those jobs compared to maledominated jobs requiring a similar level of skill was not based on a demonstrable
discriminatory intent.52 However, the same organizational sociologists cited above
found, after scouring the records in the case, that the university had rejected a consulting
firm’s recommendations to close this pay gap because of institutional bias favoring the
male workers. In particular, the male workers were more confrontational in their
dealings with the university while the clerical workers were more patient and
cooperative. As a result, organizational politics and institutional bias led the university to
“give selective attention to the demands of workers in predominantly male jobs,”
resulting in their higher pay.53 Current law does not reach this kind of institutionalized
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gender bias. The Fair Pay Act would bring much-needed scrutiny to these kinds of
discriminatory practices.

In conclusion, it is heartening to see this Committee turn its attention to the
important issue of pay equity. Both the Paycheck Fairness Act and the Fair Pay Act
would go a long way toward strengthening the ability of existing federal discrimination
laws to ensure that all American workers are paid a nondiscriminatory wage without
regard to gender, race, national origin or religion.
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